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I’d like to welcome you all to this special workshop on glass strength.For some, this may be your first exposure to a discussion about strength.For others, it’s one more step in a process that has been ongoing, I’m sure for hundred’s of years.All because glass functions in most applications at around 1/200 of its theoretical (and demonstrated) tensile strength – and always has.  But efforts to strengthen glass have been made regularly over time and substantial progress has been made



Strength of Glass
Condition of Glass lb/Square Inch

Surfaces ground and sandblasted < 4,000
Pressed Articles 3,000 – 8,000
Blown Ware:

Hot Iron Molds 4,000 – 9,000
Paste Molds 5,000 – 1,500 10,000
Inner Surfaces 15,000 – 40,000

Drawn tubing or rod 6,000 – 15,000
Window Glass 8,000 – 20,000

LCD (0.65 mm) ~45,000
Annealed fibers

Annealed 10,000 – 40,000
Freshly drawn 30,000 – 400,000
Gorilla Glass (Samsung – Mobile Phone) 100,000-200,000
Telecommunications Fiber >100,000
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This shows typical strengths for glass currently on the market.



Realistic Applications

Structural Glass – (Northwestern U.)
Stronger Solar Panels (U. of Notre 
Dame)
Thin Solar Panels (Friederich Alexander 
U. – Erlangen, German)
Skyscraper Agriculture (Alfred U.)
Glass Roofs (New Mexico I.T.)
“Everspheres” (MST)
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-Structural Glass – at proposed strength – glass will function nearly as well in tension as in compression.  Glass could be used in structural applications as an equally strong candidate to other traditional materials.-Stronger Solar Panels – install in areas of substantial surfaces such as sidewalks or other pavements.-Thin Solar Panels – The contest winner! $20,000 – “rollable” solar cells – transport to site, unroll, and use.-Skyscraper agriculture – given premium on land near population centers, she proposes pyramid-shaped skyscrapers with glass surfaces reflecting light into multi-level growing areas, permitting high-density agriculture.-Glass Roofs – (second place) Cost-effective, high-resistance glass roofs would last longer, comparable costs, permit flexible functionality.-Eversphere glass balloons – (Third place) (my favorite) This type of balloon would allow for placement of scientific monitoring apparatus at permanent levels in the atmosphere. 25 miles or more!



Glass Strength – Next Steps

Identification of Research Proposals  by GMIC members – 5 projects 
ready to be undertaken
Meetings/Conferences

“Towards Ultrastrong Glass” (Germany) – September 2008
“Glass Structure – Property Relationships” (France) – May 4&5 
2009

Brain Trust
Identify experts around the world with interest/knowledge in glass 
strength. 
http://glass-fracture.org

Global Conference – at PacRim/GOMD/ICG (Vancouver) – June 2009

http://glass-fracture.org/


Today

Thanks to ACERS for providing venue
ICG and TNO for co-sponsoring
All of you for coming today
Structure
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-First – workshop identified as “by invitation” – pleased to see many who did not confirm their participation.  But – today is not designed for the “walk-in and out” – it is a session working towards a goal: identifying future activities needed to achieve significant increases in glass strength-No prepared, submitted, peer review papers – each speaker asked to talk about their area of interest regarding strength: 20 to 25 minutes – 15 to 20 minutes of discussion-not rigorous – chairs and facilitators will be sensitive to “flow of discussion”.  We may not stop a discussion right at 40 minutes.-Your input, comments and ideas are critical!-Introduce co-chairs of the workshop	-Morning session: Dr. Richard Brow, Professor at MO Inst. Of Sc. And Tech	-Afternoon: Tom Huff, Senior Research Associate at Owens Corning Automotive-Facilitators: two of best in their fields:	-Technical aspects – Dr. Charles Kurkjian, Adjunct Prof. U. of Southern Maine and Rutgers University – long time pursuer of glass strength, and	-Overall Flow of our meeting and process builder: Gabe Tincher, formerly of Owens Corning and now much-respected strategic planner and meeting facilitator.  Gabe was co-author of TEA.	-John Brown – GMIC Technical Director and inspiration behind glass strength as a priority for our industry.



www.gmic.org

614-818-9423
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I’ve spoken long enough!Again, I welcome you to what we believe will be a landmark conference – a new beginning for our industry – as we seek answers to questions that have long puzzled us and whose answers, if we can find them , will surely usher in a new:AGE OF GLASS
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